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caught on the plates outside the mill. Coarse gold is caught inside and line gold outside the mill, but the yield inside is comparatively small when ores with high percentages of sulphides arc in course of treatment.
The mill is particularly adapted for the treatment of ores containing brittle sulphides, which, if pulverised by stamps, are liable to become slimed, and so to be in an unsuitable condition for concentration. It is also suitable for argillaceous quartz, winch yields its gold more readily under the " puddling " action of the rollers than when pounded by stamps. Moreover, the Huntington mill does much more satisfactory work than stamps on soft ores or in regrinding coarse tailing. The reason for this lies, of course, in the relatively large amount of screen area in the mill and its consequent high efficiency of discharge, a point in which stamps are decidedly inferior to it. As the splash is heavy against the sides the wear of the screens is somewhat rapid, but they can be very quickly replaced.
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The capacity of a, 5-foot mill, tin4, one which is most commonly in use, is from 10 to 20 tons of rock per day through a, ,'N)-mesh screen, the power required, being from 1.0 to 12 1I.P. The weight of each of the roller shells, which are replaceable, is about 170 Ibs. The wear and tear on (<he replaceable parts is very great, amounting to about .1/1 oy,s. per ton of rock crushed when soft ores, previously broken small, are being treated. If large pieces of hard quartz are fed into the mill, or if the mill is overfed, the, mercury is splashed against the screens and passes through with the pulp, and when' by accident, pieces of iron or steel are introduced, the ring die is occasionally broken. Another source of disaster in Ilimtingtou mills lies in the use of acidulated water, such as that derived from mines or encountered when decomposing pyritic ores are treated; the mill is rapidly corroded and rendered unlit for work by such water.

